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Durable, functional, secure, and elegant â€“ these are just some of the characteristics people tend to
look for when purchasing cars, whether theyâ€™re brand new or pre-owned. Over 30 top selling car
brands in the automotive market offer cars with these characteristics, but you will most likely pick a
car brand that you absolutely prefer among others.

When purchasing cars, your priority above all else should be its safety features. As administered by
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), all vehicles must be thoroughly
equipped with the latest safety features to ensure that youâ€™ll be protected on the road from harm.

One of the top car brands that made it to the luxury brand list over the years is Mazda, a trademark
from Japan. In 2007, Mazda is said to have produced a whopping 1.3 million automotive vehicles all
around the world. Itâ€™s not only known to some people and car dealers as a top car brand, itâ€™s also
known for its state-of-the-art safety features. Here are some of the latest safety features a Mazda
car has:

Adaptive Front Lighting System (AFS)

The AFS safety feature automatically directs headlight to the road track, whatever the carâ€™s shifting
motion is. This is an essential safety feature as it leads both the driver and the car safely to an
approaching intersection, especially at night. Most Mazda brands from Indianapolis used cars
dealers feature this state-of-the-art safety mechanism.

Emergency Signal System (ESS)

One of the benefits of acquiring a Mazda brand from a trusted automotive dealer of new or used
cars in Indianapolis is that it has an ESS safety mechanism that warns vehicles at your back of your
next move. Emergency brakes and sudden stops from drivers occur in the road from time to time,
and itâ€™s advisable to provide warning to other vehicles promptly.  Itâ€™s essential to have this safety
feature to prevent bumper collisions and accidents.

Rear Vehicle Monitoring (RVM)

Whether youâ€™re purchasing new or used cars Indianapolis Indiana trusted dealers have, itâ€™s best to
consider Mazda as your vehicle for it has an RVM mechanism that alerts the driver of approaching
cars from behind him. Some cars are not thoroughly equipped with this modern safety feature,
which gives Mazda a definite advantage. With Mazda cars youâ€™re sure to have a secure and happy
drive on the road. For more relevant information about the safety features of Mazda cars, visit
mazda.com/csr/safety/special_features/.
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